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MISSION
statement

DDC Journal’s mission is to enlighten, engage and entertain its readers through
thought-provoking content geared towards the senior-level construction and
real estate business professional. By both print and online avenues, we strive
to empower our readers in their efforts to gain valuable insight by showcasing
notable projects and success stories, and highlighting strategic business and
best-practice methodologies. For our advertisers, we look to promote a forum in
which to showcase their work or product in front of a qualified, decision-making
readership. In doing this, we target the people who influence purchasing
decisions to provide the best return on investment for your advertisement.
The real estate and construction markets have been inching back to prerecession levels, but the recovery is by no means complete-that’s why it’s
especially important to get insight into the industry from its leaders, those
people who are surviving and thriving in a fast-changing business landscape.
DDC Journal (Design, Develop, Construct) is the magazine for those
professionals with the vision to build North America. Each quarterly issue
delivers expert information from the individuals and companies that are making
their mark in a competitive industry.
All major market segments are covered, including commercial, industrial, office,
mixed-use, government and military, healthcare, education, hospitality, retail
and residential. In addition to in-depth project and company case studies,
DDC Journal provides insight into the latest topics and trends including green
building, financial and market drivers, project financing and product advances.
Each of the market segments we feature carries with it its own set of
challenges-and we specifically ask executives at each of the organizations what
they are doing to overcome their unique challenges. In this way our case studies
deliver a toolbox of information and insight geared to helping readers solve the
challenges that affect their projects and the way they do business.
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DDC JOURNAL’S UNIQUE EDITORIAL FOCUS
on senior executives makes your media buying activities easier, offering direct access to construction
and real estate’s key players. We produce carefully targeted content to inspire and inform, reaching
executives at a time when they are most involved and engaged.
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1/18/18
1/25/18
TBD
The Sustainable Construction Movement
Transit-Oriented Developments
Collaborative Project Delivery Methods
Region: Midwest
Provinces: Ontario & Quebec
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TBD
The Greening of Existing Buildings
Leading Infrastructure Projects
Labor Shortage Challenges
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Green Building Issue
Green Building Products & Trends
Green Builders Highlight
Guide to LEED Certification
Region: West
Multifamily
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Net-Zero Communities
VR/AR Technology
Offsite/Modular Construction
Region: Southeast
Region: Eastern Canada

* Please note that Sales and Copy deadlines listed above are provisional and subject to change without
notification by the publisher
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“Most of our people are from
the private sector real estate
and development industry rather
than from the government,” says
Don Logie, Senior Vice President,
Development and Investments for
Build Toronto. “As a governmentowned real estate entity, we
are a small group that has the
experience and the ﬂexibility to
be able to eﬀectively deal with and
implement more complicated real
estate deals that result in great
city building projects.”

“In many ways, this project is
very diﬀerent from anything
we’ve done in the past,” says Tony
Geheran, Executive Vice President
and President of Broadband
Networks for TELUS. “For one
thing, we’re connecting entire
communities. In each community
we enter, we’re connecting over
90 percent of residents and
businesses directly to our ﬁbreoptic network and in a relatively
condensed timeframe.”

“We are a very data-driven ﬁrm,
and we study what our renters
are looking for, what they like
and what they need, says Steve
Fiﬁeld, Founder and CEO of
Fiﬁeld Companies. We track which
apartments lease the fastest and
try to ﬁgure out what made those
units more attractive than others
so that we can incorporate winning
features into our next projects”

“The whole concept is to build
less than 100 units of ultra-luxury
living, featuring great architecture
and excellent design, with very
livable residence layouts and
extraordinary amenities and
services,” says Kevin Venger,
Co-Developer of the project.
“This group is all about investing
in superb architecture.”
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ROLLS-ROYCE CORPORATION

One of the world’s top brands is
modernizing its state-of-the-art
manufacturing operations
in Indianapolis

RELATED HUDSON YARDS

Bringing a monumental project
to life in New York City

NEW CHAMPLAIN BRIDGE
CORRIDOR PROJECT

KATZ GROUP REAL ESTATE

Signature on the St. Lawrence consortium
is responsible for one of North America’s
largest infrastructure projects

Iconic real estate firm leads the way on
new ICE District, adding a five-star hotel,
high-end residential, Class A oﬃces and
more to the downtown core

CITY OF EL PASO, TEXAS

L&L HOLDINGS COMPANY, LLC

Ambitious revitalization initiative
looks to deliver more family fun while
boosting El Paso’s economy

Winter/Spring 2017

New oﬃce tower will be the first
of its kind on Park Avenue
in more than five decades

Spring 2017

FISHER BROTHERS AND PLAZA
CONSTRUCTION

True Collaboration on New York’s
111 Murray Tower

FIELDGATE CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT

Toronto construction manager finds
success in both residential and
commercial development

Summer 2017

Fall 2017

EACH ISSUE DELIVERS A TOOLBOX OF INFORMATION
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you do business. You will also ﬁnd incisive and informative editorials that address lessons learned,

FIFIELD COMPANIES
Firm finds success by delivering high-quality multifamily, mixed-use developments across the country

government and policy issues surrounding the construction industry and how economic and other

36
AVIATION SPOTLIGHT
Los Angeles World Airports

factors will impact business-making decisions over the next few years.
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Plaza Construction
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PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
SPOTLIGHT
Beaux Properties International

41

INDUSTRIAL SPOTLIGHT
CenterPoint Properties

HOSPITALITY SPOTLIGHT
Knutson Construction / Treasure
Island Resort and Casino

28

44

HEALTHCARE SPOTLIGHT
EllisDon/Providence Health
Care Hospital
VOL. 10 - ISSUE 3

38

32
INTERIOR DESIGN
SPOTLIGHT
Ryan Young Interiors

CONTRACTOR SPOTLIGHT
Giroux Glass

46
CONTRACTOR SPOTLIGHT
Trotter & Morton Company

76

81

FLORIDA EAST COAST REALTY
With Panorama Tower, local
development firm will once again
construct the tallest building in the city

LANTERRA DEVELOPMENTS
Respected firm creates new Canadian
landmarks through impactful development
efforts

110
PORTSTORONTO AUTHORITY
Work at Canada’s ninth-busiest
airport will replace runways, update
infrastructure for travelers

MULTIFAMILY

84

101

66

PLC CHRISTOPHER HOMES
Developer builds unique communities
unrivaled in Southern California

NYC DEPARTMENT OF DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION
Agency works with architects, developers
and construction firms to facilitate the
city’s growth

URBAN INVESTMENT PARTNERS
Firm has distinguished itself by seizing
opportunities as they arise, focusing
exclusively on the D.C. market

68
BRINSHORE DEVELOPMENT
Strong partnerships form the basis of
Kansas City’s renewal strategy

70
PAREDIM PARTNERS
Acquisitions have delivered steady
success for development firm

RESIDENTIAL

86
ARCHCO RESIDENTIAL LLC
Several years after a development firm
changed course, former employees have
found considerable success with new
venture

GOVERNMENT / CIVIC
89
HAYDON BUILDING CORP. / CITY OF
HOBBS
A New Mexico recreation center will help
a rural community attract new residents

80

92

TUTOR PERINI
Luxury housing developer nears
completion of Manhattan neighborhood’s
second residential high-rise

NYC SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION
AUTHORITY
New York schools are pioneering
sustainability in the city’s high-density
neighborhoods

106
NORTON MUSEUM OF ART
With expansion, Florida museum will have
more space and open the art world to a
wider range of people

113
SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY
SANITATION DISTRICT
A significant infrastructure project will
help Sacramento maximize its natural
resources while saving money in the long
term

116
TARRANT REGIONAL WATER
DISTRICT
Two entities pool efforts, resources for
$2.3 billion system upgrade
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DESIGN
STUDIO LIBESKIND
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
CLAUDE CORMIER

Living the Dream

CLIENT
GOVERNMENT OF CANADA

Canadian housing developer puts its future residents first as it creates attention-grabbing
master-planned communities

LOCATION
OTTAWA, CANADA

Ottawa National Holocaust Monument
(photo: Studio Libeskind)

NATIONAL HOLOCAUST
MONUMENT

Ottawa National Holocaust Monument
(photo: Studio Libeskind)

The Monument is conceived as an experiential environment
comprised of six triangular, concrete volumes configured to create
the points of a star. The star remains the visual symbol of the
Holocaust – a symbol that millions of Jews were forced to wear by
the Nazi’s to identify them as Jews, exclude them from humanity
and mark them for extermination.
Original, large scale monochromatic photographic landscapes of
Holocaust sites – death camps, killing fields and forests – will be

Brighton Ampitheather park and pond at dusk

embedded in the concrete walls of each of the triangular spaces.
These photographic installations will change with the light and
with the movement of the viewer.

With more than 30,000 future housing units on over 3,200 acres of

“As far as our developments go, we pay very

land, Dream Development is the largest housing developer in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. The company puts a great deal of thought into

roads and sewer lines and eventually sells the
completed lots to homebuilders and buyers.

close attention to architectural details, community design and place making in the built

their children have contributed to Canada.

large-scale, master-planned communities—creating cohesive neighborhoods that attract a wide range of individuals and families.

A significant portion of developed lands are
also held and developed by sister companies

environment,” says Zurevinski.

The Monument is an experience that combines architecture, art,
engagement with one of the darkest chapters of human history
while conveying a powerful message of humanity’s enduring

As the first residents move in, Dream Develop-

Dream Development is one of the only devel-

ment ensures that transportation routes are established, retail spaces are underway and parks

space, along with other amenities such as parks and green spaces that
all residents can enjoy.

opers in Saskatoon that brings all these components together to create successful master-

GENERAL MANAGER

LOCATION

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

46
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“We want to make people feel like they are liv-

company,” says Brad Zurevinski, General Manager. “We want to make

A CUT ABOVE THE COMPETITION

sure everything we develop makes sense for the end users, which are
the future homeowners, residents tenants and employees within the

Dream Development has five actively developing communities in the Saskatoon area, with

pleting all of the parks and municipal open
spaces within each development phase ahead

communities we build.”

more in the pipeline for the months and years
to come. One of the most significant factors
that sets the firm apart from its competitors in
the region is the attention to detail in residential units.

of time, before any residents move in,” says
Zurevinski. “We want them to be able to see
what has already been built, instead of hoping
what will eventually come to fruition.”

Dream Development’s operations cover the gamut of what it means to
create a true community. The company finds and acquires large parcels of land, prepares engineering designs, gets necessary approvals

SPRING 2017

strength and survival.
270

and greenspaces are ready for people to enjoy
from day one.

planned communities.

Brad Zurevinski

will evolve over time representative of how Canadian survivors and

landscape and scholarship in ways that create an-ever changing

Dream Centers, and Homes by Dream.
Dream Development strives to be a complete community developer,
and each master-planned community includes commercial and retail

“Our mantra is building better communities—that’s what we do as a

Dream Development

Surrounding the spaces, a forest composed of various coniferous
trees will emerge from the rocky pebbled ground. This landscape

from the municipality, installs infrastructure like

ing in an established neighborhood by com-
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HAMM CONSTRUCTION LTD
Hamm Construction Ltd has been very
fortunate to work with Dream Developments providing underground waterworks
for the Homewood Brighton Subdivision
in Saskatoon. Our 31 year relationship with
Dream has seen the Development of many
Saskatoon Neighborhood projects over the
years such as Kensington, Hampton Village,
Stonebridge, Arbor Creek and Erindale.
The people at Dream are very professional,
knowledgeable and great to work with. It has
been our honor and a privilege for Hamm
Construction to partner with Dream Developments. We wish Dream continued success
in the future.

SPRING 2017
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ARCHITECT
PACIFIC�ENVIRONMENTS
ARCHITECTS

47

PROJECT MANAGERS
THE�BUILDING
INTELLIGENCE�GROUP

LOCATION
AUCKLAND, NEW�ZEALAND

WE’RE FOCUSED ON PROVIDING YOU,

YELLOW TREEHOUSE RESTAURANT
Inspiration came from the site – an open fairytale meadow and stream,
understanding the nature of the tree/environment and the construction concerns

the industry professional, knowledge and information about individuals and companies in

about building sustainably in a living tree.
The external vertical look comes from the rhythm of curved glue
laminated timber fins of Pinus-Radiata, with Poplar battens ‘feathering’ between
forming a permeable translucent skin. Acrylic sheeting forms the roof allowing
sunlight to enter with the views for the diners to the treetops and stars in the

the market who are making big strides in all aspects of construction.

night sky. By day, the 13m high structure is a natural and organic part of the
forest behind but by night it transforms into a glowing lantern.
The Architectural component embodies a simple oval form wrapped ‘organically’
around the trunk and structurally tied at top and bottom, with a circular plan
that is split apart on the axis with the rear floor portion raised. This allows the
approach from the rear via a playful tree-top walkway experience, slipping inside
the exposed face of the pod and being enchanted by the juxtaposition of being
in an enclosed space that is also quite ‘open’ and permeable to the treetop
views. There is also a ‘Juliet’ deck opposite the entrance that looks down the
valley. The scale and form of the tree-house creates a memorable statement
without dominating it’s setting. While it’s natural ‘organic’ form sits comfortably,
the rhythm of the various materials retains it’s strong architectural statement.
The verticality of the fins mimics the verticality of the redwoods and enable the
building to naturally ‘blend’ into it’s setting, as though it were a natural growth.
254

ONE THOUSAND MUSEUM PROJECT HIGHLIGHT: REGALIA BEACH DEVELOPERS AND PLAZA CONSTRUCTION
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ONE THOUSAND MUSEUM PROJECT HIGHLIGHT: REGALIA BEACH DEVELOPERS AND PLAZA CONSTRUCTION

OWNER / DEVELOPER
KATARA�HOSPITALITY

The High-Rise
of the Future

DESIGN ARCHITECT
KLING�CONSULT

LOCATION
DOHA, QATAR

A landmark development in Miami signals a new era of urban design

Pool Deck

“It gives the overall community a boutique at- “The residences flow through, meaning that we
mosphere, which allows us to offer these five- have sunrise and sunset views in each and evstar services to the residents,” Venger says.
ery one,” Venger says.
All details, from the residences themselves to
the building’s amenities, have been meticulously designed.

The building will feature a range of world-class
amenities, including a wellness spa, outdoor
pool and sunbathing deck. The Sky Lounge will

MONARK
Monark means leadership. And leadership
is often marked by innovative thinking and
forward movement. A groundbreaking partnership between Florida Builder Appliances,
Westar Kitchen & Bath and Standards of Excellence, Monark combines the strengths of
three leading distributors to create a coastto-coast brand that delivers the ultimate in
service and selection. Monark is elevating
the way you specify and purchase home appliances for projects ranging from custom
homes to production and large-scale, multiunit developments. We attend to every detail—every step of the way.
PARAGON PAINTING &
WATERPROOFING
When you need a Painting and waterproofing contractor, you want an established company with a good reputation in South Florida.
A company that provides high standards, dependability and performs quality work. We
are recognized as one of the most versatile
and complete Painting and waterproofing
contractors in our area. We work with customers who share these same standards.
Paragon Painting & Waterproofing, Inc. is
committed to serving our customers and is
always searching for better ways to accomplish our task.

City View
Katara Towers, Lusail Marina District

Quality
Dependability
Professionalism

One Thousand Museum is delivering an innovative design to the Miami skyline.
The truly unique project will create ultra-luxury living in a 62-story tower designed by the 21st century’s most globally celebrated architect,

Regalia Beach Developers /
1000 Biscayne LLC
CO-DEVELOPER

LOCATION

Kevin Venger

Miami, Florida

Plaza Construction
Group Florida
PRESIDENT

LOCATION

Brad Meltzer

Miami, Florida
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the late Zaha Hadid.
1000 Biscayne Tower is the firm behind the monumental project’s construction. Co-developer Kevin Venger says that One Thousand Museum represents an incredible feat of engineering, design and quality.
“The whole concept is to build less than 100 units of ultra-luxury living, featuring great architecture and excellent design, with very livable
residence layouts and extraordinary amenities and services,” Venger
says. “This group is all about investing in superb architecture.”
BOUTIQUE, ULTRA-LUXURY LIVING
The 709-foot-tall tower will feature just 83 residences, creating an exclusive environment for its future residents.
Venger says that the relatively small amount of housing in One Thousand Museum will allow it to provide its ultra-luxurious experience
more effectively.

KATARA TOWERS, LUSAIL
MARINA DISTRICT TOWERS
The award winning Katara Towers, Lusail Marina District is an iconic
development that reflects an architectural translation of Qatar’s
national seal, representing the traditional scimitar swords. Rising
gracefully from the podium level, the arched towers will host a
luxurious five-star hotel to cater to discerning business travellers, a
lavish five-star deluxe hotel and residences to meet the needs of
those seeking sophisticated luxury accommodation and branded
apartments to become home to permanent residents, with Stateof-the-art entertainment and recreational facilities, including
specialist boutiques, VIP movie theatres, signature restaurants
and a private Cigar Lounge are to be complemented by exquisite
banqueting and conference spaces, as well as office dedicated
areas. Set to open in 2020, this property is set to become the
hospitality landmark in Lusail.

www.MonarkHome.com

GET STARTED ON
YOUR NEXT PROJECT
Our showrooms offer unsurpassed selection
of premium brands, and our dedicated team
delivers quality service. Partnering with
architects, builders, designers, developers and
homeowners, we are a resource for making the
finest homes and for realizing the extraordinary.

EMAIL US AT...
marketing@monarkhome.com

Paragon Painting & Waterproofing Inc.

210

3550 SW 139th Avenue, Miramar, FL 33027
954-499-1900 / 954-499-9341 Fax. / Cpadron8@gmail.com

FALL 2017
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• Beatty Development Group (BDG)
• Beck Construction
• Bijou Properties
• Bird Construction
• Broccolini
• Brookﬁeld Residential
• Clark Construction
• DPI Construction
• DPR Construction
• EllisDon
• Fiﬁeld Companies
• Gilbane Building Company
• Harvard University
• Hensel Phelps
• Hines
• IDI Gazeley
• Jacobsen Construction
• John Buck Company
• John Moriarty & Associates
• Kaufman Lynn Construction
• KDC
• Kiewit Infrastructure
• Kimco Realty Corporation
• LendLease
• Manhattan Construction
• Miller Valentine Group
• Paric Construction
• PCL Constructors, Inc.
•
PCL
Constructors,
Inc. Canada
WE DIG INTO THE HEART
• Plaza Construction
OF YOUR OPERATIONS
THEN SPREAD IT TO THE HEART
•
Property
Markets Group
OF YOUR AUDIENCE
• Qualex Landmark
• Randall Davis Company
• Related California
• Related Hudson Yards
• Rudolph & Sletten
• Stanford Carr Development / Hawaiian Dredging
• Telus
• Trotter & Morton Building Technologies
• Toll Brothers, Inc.
• Turner Construction Company
• Tutor Perini Building Corp.
• Weston Urban
Providing thoughtful, individualized, and strategic social media
platform management for senior living communities and companies.

All content is intentionally selected
to ensure that branding is controlled and
posts are impactful. This is
accomplished through consistent
communication with your on-site teams.

Katara Towers, Lusail Marina District

Your page’s analytics are closely
monitored, so that we know the right
day, time, and content category for
optimal audience engagement, specific
to your followers.

We want your page to fit naturally onto
your audience’s feeds, so we publish
content that is 80% intended to engage
and inform, and 20% focused on sales
and promotion.

silversocialmedia.com

We integrate your web presence, linking
your social media to both your web
content and your other social media
platforms, expanding your brand reach
and consistency.

READERSHIP
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DEDICATED TO THOSE WHO DESIGN, DEVELOP AND CONSTRUCT,
DDC Journal is the title for those with the vision to build North America. The modern construction market
constantly challenges those at the heart of the industry to perform to ever-higher levels at each stage of
the project process.
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The following conditions apply to every advertisement submitted to Avenir
Publishing:
No change to these terms is valid unless Avenir Publishing expressly
agrees in a signed writing. All representations to the advertiser or agency
are included within this document. The state and federal courts located in
Chicago, Illinois shall provide exclusive jurisdiction and venue over any claim
regarding this agreement, unless both parties agree to arbitration. The laws
of the state of Illinois shall be applicable to all contracts performed completely
within Illinois.
Avenir Publishing may refuse to publish any advertisement at its own
discretion for reasons including, but not limited to, content Avenir Publishing
believes subscribers may find objectionable. If Avenir Publishing refuses to
publish an advertisement, the advertiser must pay for advertising previously
published as though the entire order were completed.
Any advertisement that Avenir Publishing believes may cause confusion
in subscribers as to whether the content is an advertisement must be
clearly labeled as an advertisement, and Avenir Publishing may insert
“ADVERTISEMENT” as Avenir Publishing believes is necessary.
Advertiser shall only use advertisements for its own organization, product,
or service. Only Avenir Publishing can authorize the use of advertising space.
An advertisement accepted by Avenir Publishing is not an endorsement of the
advertiser or any claims therein.
Requests for placement and positioning may be honored, but any
restrictions are subject to Avenir Publishing‘s discretion unless the advertiser
has paid for a specific placement. If the advertiser cancels any order, fails to
fulfill an order, or Avenir Publishing reasonably believes that the advertiser
will fail to fulfill an order, the advertiser must pay any discounts on previously
published advertisements. If the advertiser fails to provide their artwork in a
timely manner, Avenir Publishing reserves the right to submit the advertisement
copy on behalf of the client.
Orders for front covers, back covers, and single insertions cannot be
cancelled. All other advertisements cannot be cancelled within 30 days of
the closing date (e.g. closing date is May 31, cancellation must occur prior to
May 1). Advertiser is responsible any costs, including services and materials,
relating to the advertisement incurred prior to cancellation.
Orders for advertisements submitting different rates than those listed in this
media kit may be changed to reflect the rates in this media kit, and advertiser
will be charged accordingly.

Interest will be charged the lesser of the highest legal rate on past due
balances or 2% per month beginning 30 days from the date of the invoice.
Advertiser agrees to pay costs, including attorney’s fees, necessary to collect
any unpaid charge for any advertisement.
In the event any third parties are employed to collect any outstanding
monies owed by said business the undersigned agrees to pay reasonable
collection costs, including attorney fees, whether or not litigation has
commenced, and all costs of litigation incurred.
By submitting an advertisement, advertiser represents that the content
submitted does not violate any applicable law. Advertiser agrees jointly
and severally to indemnify and hold harmless Avenir Publishing against any
action, liability, loss, claim, or any other expense, including attorney’s fees,
incurred by Avenir Publishing due to receiving, possessing, copying, printing,
distributing, or any dissemination of material supplied by, or created for and
approved by, the advertiser.
If Avenir Publishing makes an error or omission in an advertisement, the
damage owed by Avenir Publishing is limited to the amount paid for said
advertisement. The advertiser may only receive a refund if the advertiser has
submitted or approved a proof of the advertisement, and the proof differs from
the advertisement. The advertiser is responsible for the production quality of
materials submitted to Avenir Publishing, and the advertiser is responsible for
any charges resulting from changes made to submitted materials necessitated
by advertiser’s failure to meet Avenir Publishing‘s specifications listed in this
media kit. The advertiser must notify Avenir Publishing of any error within 30
days of receiving an invoice.
All orders placed by an agency acting with authority, bind the advertiser and
agency, including any legal obligations relating to the advertisement. Avenir
Publishing may bill either advertiser or agency. Billing the agency serves as
notice to advertiser. Joint and several liability shall not be limited by agency
receiving the bill. Advertiser’s liability to Avenir Publishing is not discharged by
paying agency. Disputes between advertiser and agency shall not affect the
rights of Avenir Publishing.
Avenir Publishing owns any copyright in any advertisement it creates, and
the copyrighted material may not be used by anyone but Avenir Publishing
without Avenir Publishing‘s prior written consent. All advertisements may be
reproduced by Avenir Publishing in any form of media the issue appears in,
whether the issue is reproduced in whole or in part.
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ACS Infrastructure Canada, Inc
AECOM
Aecon Infrastructure
Algoma Central Corporation
Amec Foster Wheeler
BancorpSouth Insurance Services, Inc.
Bank of Montreal
Beton Prefabrique Du Lac
Cappelli Organization
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“Most of our people are from
the private sector real estate
and development industry rather
than from the government,” says
Don Logie, Senior Vice President,
Development and Investments for
Build Toronto. “As a governmentowned real estate entity, we
are a small group that has the
experience and the ﬂexibility to
be able to eﬀectively deal with and
implement more complicated real
estate deals that result in great
city building projects.”
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